
If you go back (to the office), 
don’t go backwards (in time).



The future of work is choice.



The Landscape of Hybrid

Totally 
Remote

Team 
Decides

Back to the 
Office

Mandate: 
X Days/Week



The difference in preferences is not 
the problem – but it IS a problem if 
being in the office gets rewarded
“presenteeism.”

Diversity



"If you want an organizational structure 
that can handle the challenges of the 21st 

century, you need to ensure that there’s 
practically no difference between a 
physical team and a virtual team." 

Jurgen Appelo



Office First

Remote First





















- Bill Krebs

NOW… what is the office for?

More documentation

More feedback

Information architecture

Mastering new 
communication
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Time
vs. 
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Focus on 
autonomy &

transparency



Modify How We 
Communicate

Define
“Normal” Behavior

Explore New Ways
of Being “Present”

Navigating a Hybrid Work Environment



collaborationsuperpowers.com
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Replace low-effort 
communication
with high-quality touch points.

Tame the 
hyperactive 
hive-mind.





Instead of trying to keep up 
(impossible anyways), 
we need to 
change how we work.



A good workflow makes it 
easy to review who is working 
on what and how it’s going.





Don’t
have 
them!

Hybrid
Meetings



No Break

Break

What happens
to your brain?

No Break 
vs. 
Break



Do you really
need that meeting?

Invitations are not obligations.



Meeting fast

Energy calendar

Meeting audit/rating

Record meetings

Replace company
meetings with a podcast

CURATION IS KEY!



Other - add to chat!

Reduce the number 
of meetings you need.

Improve the 
meetings you have.



When one person is remote, 
everyone is remote.

”Zoomocracy”



Improve your infrastructure.





Design
and

Facilitation



1. Has a clear purpose.

2. Has an agenda.

3. Starts and ends on time.

A Good Meeting



Other - add to chat!

Reduce the number 
of meetings you need.

Improve the 
meetings you have.
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Define “Normal” 
Behavior
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What time of day are you
most productive?

Other - add to chat!

Sunrise

Daylight

Sunset

Night Time

A

B

C

D





Create a
Personal User Manual.







Out of sight, out of sync.

More silos.



What is normal?

Create a
team agreement.



Trust

Reliability

Consistency

Responsiveness
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Leaders must role
model the behavior
they want to see
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Handbook
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Explore New Ways
of Being “Present”
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High performing
teams are not based
on physical presence.



Virtual Headquarters: welo.space











collaborationsuperpowers.com/tools

There is an
app for that.



Presence tools are 
expensive and “clunky” now, 
but we will get there!



“Just one
more thing…”



Connection happens when we
pay attention to each other.



Build team 
building into
every day
activities.



Create
Multi-Modal
Opportunities



“My wife and I can have all the 
fun in the world at quiz nights 
and pizza parties…

but we should never hang 
wallpaper together.“

- Carlos Valdes-Dapena

Understand Why People Come to Work to Begin With





The future
of work is 
choice.



It’s in 
everyone’s
interest to

make it work!



…freedom…



…stronger, more connected workforce!
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If you go back (to the office), don’t go backwards (in time).



Thank you
collaborationsuperpowers.com/ superkit

@lightling


